The room with the best view

Anyone carrying their house on their back can choose the view they want to wake up to on the following day.

Tunnel Tent

The tunnel tent is the most common design used in Norway. It is simple, functional, has generous baggage space and is often lightweight in relation to its size. Most often it comprises 2 to 3 poles that bend together to form a tunnel. This is a very simple design that offers generous space and potential for low weight. Given its good ventilation and storm flaps, it can work well as a year-round tent.

Dome Tent

The dome tent has a more robust design, with poles that cross each other diagonally. Most commonly there are 2 to 4 poles which provide a number of crossing points and higher stability. This design is frequently chosen for extreme conditions, e.g. in the Polar Regions or in the mountains. The advantage is that once the poles are assembled, the tent is firm and tight. All you need then is to anchor it to the ground firmly enough so that it doesn’t blow away.

Lavvo/Wiglo®

Bergans produces one-pole Lavvos which are much lighter than traditional Lavvos. They are best suited to hiking and short-term use. They provide good ventilation and have a small straight wall going along the bottom allowing you to utilize the tent’s whole floor area. We have additionally developed the Lavvo’s characteristics and added 3 poles stretching the sides outwards. This provides more space and enables you to roll up the outer tent on all three sides for panoramic views.

Details & Functions

1. Large ventilation openings at both ends ensure good ventilation. The openings are equipped with both mosquito nets and zippers to keep the elements out.
2. The inner tent in all 2-layer tents is stably fastened to the outer tent using buttons.
3. All tents have a full half moon opening out to the vestibule, with full width mosquito netting to maximize ventilation.
4. Molded pole cups for simpler installation of the poles. The channels are equipped with adjustment straps for adjustment of the buckle.
5. The poles and channels are color-coded, which makes the tent quick to set up. (Fjellbu has two identical poles and is therefore not color-coded.)